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Introduction
Recent breakthroughs in Deep Learning algorithms have enabled applications in a breadth of end markets. Efficient
neural network architectures along with quantization methods have led to significant reductions in both compute and
memory requirements for several applications including image and speech recognition. 

The Dot Product is a basic computation requirement for both fully connected and convolutional layers in a neural
network. Microsemi FPGA families (PolarFire, RTG4, and SmartFusion2) have a built-in Dot Product mode that
delivers higher computational efficiency compared to the competition. This paper highlights the architectural advantage
of the Dot Product mode of the Math block in Microsemi FPGAs to perform INT8 matrix operations.

Compute Requirement 

• The basic computation requirement for both the fully connected and convolutional layers is a multiply 
accumulate of the form [4]:

where f(x) is a non-linear activation function like ReLU.
The equation in expanded form is: 

• Recent work [6, 7] has shown that 8-bit integer quantization is sufficient to produce acceptable accuracy for 
image classification applications.

Dot Product Mode in Microsemi FPGA Math Block
All three families of Microsemi FPGAs (PolarFire, RTG4, and SmartFusion2) have a built-in Dot Product (DOTP) mode
that is especially suited for 8-bit arithmetic operations [1, 2, 3].

Figure 1: (a) Fully Connected and (b) Convolutional layers in a neural network
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In the DOTP mode, a single math block accommodates the following four useful operations:

• Two multiplication and one addition:

• The accumulator blocks performs one add needed to accumulate the result from the previous block in cascade.

Competing FPGAs
Unlike the Microsemi Math block, competing FPGAs do not have a built-in DOTP mode for INT8 arithmetic. Due to this
limitation, each DSP block can only accommodate two useful operations (one multiply, one add).

To alleviate this inefficiency, a weight sharing architecture has been proposed that computes the DOTP for two
different inputs using the same weights [4, 5]. However, since the computation is for two different inputs, the results
need to be separated in the accumulator. This limits the length of the DSP cascade before the upper and lower words
result become unrecoverable. An additional DSP must be used to handle the separation and summing of the lower and
upper words after each cascade.

With the workaround, each DSP block can perform four useful operations (two multiply, two add). The addition
performed in the pre-adder is not useful since its goal is to generate a bit shifted output to feed in to the multiplier.
However, the requirement of an additional DSP following the cascade reduces the effective useful operations per DSP.

Also, additional control logic will be needed to shift input data operands and unpack results while tracking multiple data
flows with separate inputs. The increased complexity in the data flow could lead to additional limitations, which reduce
operational efficiency. 

Figure 2: DOTP Mode available in PolarFire Math block
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Microsemi vs Competing FPGA Comparison

Conclusion
The presence of the in-built DOTP mode in Microsemi FPGAs enables all three families (PolarFire, RTG4, and
SmartFusion2) to deliver higher efficiency for INT8 computations used by the fully connected and convolutional layers:

• 100% higher compared to Competing FPGA.

• 14% higher compared to Competing FPGA (Weight Sharing).

The higher efficiency with the Microsemi FPGAs is achieved without increasing data flow complexity to:

• Shift input data operands and unpack results.

• Include control logic to track multiple data flows with separate inputs. 
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Table 1 • Microsemi vs Competing FPGA Comparison

Family INT8 Operations per DSP / Math Block

Microsemi FPGA1

1. PolarFire, SmartFusion2, and RTG4.

4

Competing FPGA 2

Competing FPGA (Weight Sharing) up to 3.52

2. Requires overhead logic to shift input data and unpack results.
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